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B ant tax team heads to the finals
Tim Krumwiede
Tax Team Advisor

••••••••••
A team of four Bryant College
senior accounting majors recently
competed in the regional competition of the Arthur Andersen Tax
Challenge held at New York University, one of nine locations around
the country hosting the Challenge.
The results are in and the Bryant
Tax Challenge Team has been selected as one of ten finalists for this
year's Tax Challenge National
Competition to be held November
22-24 in St. Charles, Illinois. Of the

Northeast teams which competed
in New York, Bryant's team is the
only one to advance to the finals .
Congratulations to team members
Brian Moran, Andrew Pratt, Christopher Quinn, and Chad West.
Arthur Andersen will fly the Bryant Tax Team to Chicago, where
Limousine Service, complements
of Arthur Andersen , will be waiting
to take the team to St. Charles. Once
in St. Charles, Bryant's team will
compete for scholarship money
against teams from Brigham Young
University , California State Polytechnic University, College of Wi 1-

liam and Mary, Saint Louis University, The University of Akron, Thomas Moore College, University
of Illinois, University of Michigan , and University of North
Carolina-Charlotte.
Tax Challenge is the leading
intercollegiate competition for accounting students. At the competition, teams develop a series of solutions based on an analysis of the
business and personal financial activities of a fictitious taxpayer.
The regional competition case
required students to review a tax
return for a prior year and comment

Accomplished accoun • ng
r
esaway
Robert A. Provost, 60, of Indian Trail, an accounting professorhere at Bryant for 30 years,
died Friday, October 25, in South
County Memorial Hospital. He
was the husband of Delores
(Ogara) Provost.
Born in Attleboro, Mass., the
son of the late Arthur and Eugene (Larochelle) Provost, he
lived in Narragansett since 1969,
previously living in Warwick.
Mr. Provost was a CPA and a

CFE (certified fraud examiner).
He developed and was coordinator of the CPA review program at Bryant. He was previously a senior accountant at Price
WaterHouse from 1961 to 1964,
and a controller at Brownell &
Field Co. from 1964 to 1967.
Provost was a 1961 graduate
of the University of Rhode Island. He was a member of the
Rhode Island Society of CPAs
and the American Institute of

on errors in the return; prepare a
detailed federal income tax liability
projection; discuss tax planning
options for the fictitious taxpayer;
and prepare three brief memorandums on tax implications and planning options on various issues and
alternatives the fictitious taxpayer
was facing or considering. Each
team was allowed seven hours to
complete the case. Participants were
provided with the internal revenue code, the income tax regulations, pencils, erasers, and a bottle
of aspirin.
Bryant's success in this event
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CPAs. He was an Air Force veteran of the Korean War.
Besides his wife, he leaves a
son, Mark Provost of Coventry;
three daughters, Nadine M. Provost and Nicole M. Provost, both
of Narragansett, and Noelle M.
Leite of Seekonk, MA.; a sister,
Rena Schiller of West Chester,
PA.; and a granddaughter.
A Mass of Christian Burial
was held at St. Bernard Church,
Tower Hill Road, Wickford.
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she was one of eight chi ldren of students would call or visit years
Marjorie E . (O ' Donnell) after they had graduated from BryMountford of Smithfield and the ant. According to Irene Lanaway
late Donald W . Mountford. She of the post office staff, "The stuwas a lifelong resident of Smith- dents were very important to her."
field and a communicant of St. Madeline and Irene recalled a time
when the three ofthem transported
Philip Church.
Sandy's devotion to her job and bag upon bag full of groceries to
to Bryant was evident in her ev- del>Litute student workers. As com-

men ted by David Simpson, Controller of Bryant, "Over the years,
the kids [in the post office] have
worked hard but have been treated
well."
Besides her mother, Ms.
Langford leaves a son, Sean M .
Gallagher of North Providence; a
daughter, Kacy M . Pimentel of
North Scituate; four bro thers ,
Mic.hael P. Mountford and Kevin
K. Mountford, both of Smithfield,
Donald W. Mountford J r. ofBarry,
VT, and Chet I. Mountford of
Providence; three sisters, Sheila
D. Turner of Glocester, Donna C.
Comfort of Smithfield, and Jill A.
Masso of Scituate, and two grandsons. She was the companion of
Raymond M artini of Pawtucket.
The funeral will be held Friday
at 8:30 a.m. within the T uckerQuinn Funeral Home, 649 Putnam
Ave., Route 44, Greenville, witha
Mass of Christian Burial at 9:30
a.m. at St. Philip's Church on
Putnam Avenue. Burial will be in
Gate of Heaven Cemetery, East
Providence.
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started with the strong foundation
team members received in their introductory tax course. As additional
preparation for this event, Bryant
team members developed their own
problems and solutions based on a
list of potential tax challenge topics. Additionally, team members
met several times to work tax cases.
An important part of the preparation for this event was for the team
members to learn to work effectively as a group. By working together as a cohesive group, the team
was able to complete a 37 page solution at the regional competition.
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Reality check
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La la la .. .1 just love to study. I live to
study; books are my life. Exam here,
exam there, and soon an exam everywhere. When not studying, it's my
chance to work. Money makes the world
go round and pays the bills in a suitable
manner. Money and studying together
make my life complete. I could ask for
nothing more. If the genie were to pop
out of some old lamp right now, I would
sacrifice my three wishes to some unfortunate soul out there who hasn't yet
discovered this wonderful meaning of
life. Quite simply, life couldn't be any
better. And then something happens to
make my whole philosophy on life go to
the birds; someone dies. It happens everyday, but the effect of such a spontaneous occurrence can never really be determined until it happens to someone
who means a lot to you. There's no way
to prepare yourself for death; the true
grief is not realized until the bitter end
has come.
Looking back on this calendar year,
I've noticed a very peculiar trend; Bryant students, alumni, faculty, and support
staff populations have all had a significant (more than one) number of deaths.
What's incredibly unfortunate is the
young ages at which most of them have
left us; the odds should have been in their
favor...
Having never lost any relatives or friends
throughout my youth, it came as a shock
to me when people I had seen everyday
would suddenly die. It sobered me up a
lot to witness losses within the community; life was no longer about success or
failure, but more about realizing people's
mortality. As I read the death notices in
my mailbox, I couldn't help but regret
never really knowing who the people
were. Perhaps I had missed out on something in not ever hearing him or her
speak, laugh, or cry.
And so the trend continues, carrying
on its pattern outside the limits of the
Tupper Campus. Something about this
year is making many a lives morbid and
pale. As if a preparation for what was to
come, soon after Penny Stone, Mauricio
Beltran Restrepo, and countless others
interrelated with Bryant had died, the
first death in my family (during my lifetime, anyway) occurred, leaving a horribly vacant hole somewhere deep inside
of me. Remembering the last time we had
spoken was a distant but familiar
memory, and I suddenly wished to be
back at that moment in time, if just to
savor what I had already lost. But how
was I to know then what I know now?
How is anybody to ever realize that everyday and everybody is a treasure? Life
itself makes you forget. To spend your
whole life in retrospect would be a horrible thing; nothing would ever be accomplished. But to enjoy the time you
spend as a living human being is a choice
you have. Don't left such an opportunity-your only opportunity-go to
waste.

Corrections
Last week, an article entitled "10 questions:
An interview with Jill Quatrale" incorrectly
identified Jill as being from the Phi Sigma
Sigma sorority. She is actually in Theta Phi
Alpha. Sorry, Jill.

Caption puts a
damper on
success
To Whom it May Concern:
I am writing after having read F.J. Talley's "International Flavor" article in the 10124/96 edition of The
Archway.

The International Student Organization worked very
diligently to pull off such a successful United Nation's
Festival. I was initially pleased to see their efforts recognized by F.J. Talley's 'Comer,' only to be disappointed
to see the incorrect caption beneath the photograph on the
left. It states: "Many students gather around the Japan
table at the United Nations Festival ..... The students in
the photograph, as well as the flag on the table, are from
South Korea.
Whoever wrote this caption obviously did not visit the
table or the table from Japan to learn more about South
Korea and Japan. This is, unfortunately, another example
of how racial stereotypes are frequently made without
full knowledge of the people they allege to represent. If we are
truly going to "internationalize" our campus and demonstrate
respect for peoples from other parts of the world, we all must
make a more sincere effort to learn about these cultures and be
more careful with making generalizations.
I would thinkthatacorrection to thecaption is in order and that
an apology to the students featured should be made.

Very truly yours,
Julie Nora
Academic Coordinator
NOTE FROM THE EDrrOR: I do apologize-seeing as
how it is and was my sole responsibility to ensure that the
materialprintedeach week is correct-toallthose whom lhave
offended with an incorrect caption. Thank you, Ms. Nora, for
alerting myselfto this embarassing error.

Thank you,
professors!
Two years ago, on November 15, 1994, Billie Jean
Sanders questioned on Brynet why she or anyone else
should pursue a liberal education. Either Brynet is super
slow or else it took two professors two years to arrive to
her question on e-mail. Last week, Professors Luthar
and Camp answered her question in The Archway.
Astrologers assure us that many of the brightest stars
that sparkle take years to reach the earth.
The above aside, their answer was mixed. Professor
Luthar, as always, provided clear thoughts which deeply
influence our student life on the campus. His suggestion
was highly relevant and precise.
The same cannot be said about Professor Camp. He
took off on a tangent and explained how a friend of his
who studied sociology like Professor Carter loved "hawking with the Saudi King." Unless he meant "bird watching," I must say that such a cruel sport does not do justice
to a liberal education. He described our Board of Trustees as a bunch of narrowly trained "business people"
and expressed surprise that a Rhode Island CEO, whom
he knows personally, is both "smart and intellectual."
He claimed that he was a big help for Exxon at the US
Department of Agriculture. Since when is gas an agricultural commodity? Since Ronald Reagan described
ketchup as a vegetable?
Finally, he teased Billie Jean, a business major: "What
do you do if you are narrowly trained and when you
graduate you find there aren't any jobs in your field?
Starve?" Perhaps she'll go hawking with him.
Yours truly,
Jamie Secord
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Fire Safety
Infonnation:

Compiled by Keith Williams
Department of Public Safety
VANDALISM
Oct9ber 25, 1996- While students were returning from off campus, a light pole in the townhouse
village was pulled down. This was
spotted by a DPS officer walking
from the C-410t to the townhouses.
An electrician had to be called in to
work on the exposed live wires.
The amount of damage was over
$600. An investigation is underway . A previous and similar incident has recently been solved with
the guilty party having to appear in
court for their crime. Monetary restitutio~ will be the first step in the
proces~.

VANDALISM
October 25, 199- In the Bryant
Center second floor ladies' room,
three soap dispensers were tom
from the wall. No suspects have
been fpund at this time.
V ANDALISM (TAMPERING
WITH FIRE SAFETY EQUIPMENT)
Oct6ber 26, 1996- A student
was seen discharging a fire extinguishty outside their suite window.
When ~uestioned, he admitted doing it.· The student was cooperative. The custodial crew from the
Bryant Center was called, and they
cleaned the dry chemical. Charges
were filed.
DRUG VIOLATION/ALCOHOL VIOLATION
October 26, 1996- Officers responded to a resident's report of the
smell 'of marijuana. DPS noticed
that t~e suspect had one bag of
marijuana in plain view. Several
bottles of alcohol were also noticed. The drugs and alcohol were
confiscated and destroyed. Charges
have been filed.
I

VAl'IDALISM
Octpber 27, 1996- A student
reported that the main suite door in
one ofithe residence halls was van-

dalized. The fire door was left hanging off it's back hinges. The student
also reported that -cigarettes were
missing from the suite. DPS is investigating this crime.
FIRE ALARM-FALSE
October 30, 1996- Students in a
residence hall blocked a heat vent.
The blockage redirected the heat to
the heat sensors in their bedroom. It
caused the alarm to go off. The
blockage was removed. The students in that room were fined for
causing the alarm to go off.
FIRE ALARM-TRUE
November 3, 1996- DPS responded to an alarm in the dorm
village. A check of the hall found
that a fire extinguisher had been
discharged in the laundry room . All
rooms were checked and several
students were still found sleeping.
The building was cleared. After the
dry chemical dissipated, the alarm
was reset and all units were cleared.
The alarm was ruled as malicious.
FIRE ALARM-TRUE
November 11, 1996- DPS responded to a townhouse for a fire
alarm. Upon arrival they met with
the students in one of the units who
said that their oven caught fire while
trying to broil steaks. They used the
fire extinguisher to put out the fire.
Apparently the tray that they were
cooking the steaks on was full of
grease and this is what caught fire.
The electrician reset the alarm and
all units cleared. DPS hopes that an
incident like this will be prevented
in the future by people being more
careful when they are cooking, especially with grease.
FIRE ALARM-FALSE
November 11, 1996- DPS responded to a fire. alarm in hall 11,
fourth floor. The floor was very
warm when they arrived on the
scene. In one of the rooms they
found that a heat sensor had popped,
thus causing the room to be extremely hot and setting off the alarm.
The electrician responded, replaced

THEFT
November 21, 1996- While on
mobile patrol, A DPS officer was
approached by a student who told him
that his vehicle had been broken into
and that an amplifier and speaker were
stolen. An investigation is still going
concerning this matter.
SUMMARY OF EVENTS
EMT Calls- 4
Vandalism- 3
Drug Violation- 1
Alcohol Violation- 1
Fire Alarm (False)- 2
Fire Alarm (True)- 2
Theft- 1
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Public Safety would like to remind the Students not to cover
the heat vents in any way, including cardboard, towels etc. Covering these vents could in itself
create a fire hazard. Ifyour room
is too hot, please call Physical
Plant at X6052 during the daytime hours or Public Safety at
X6001 after hours to have your
heat turned down. Thank you!
Vandalism -Wbilemoststudents
do not vandalize, tho<;e who do create a greatdeaI ofdamage. Last year
the cost of vandalism on campus
was well over $100,000. VandaJism
is a crime. Do not allow others to
vandalize your campus. Please report vandalism.
The Public Safety Beat is sponsored
in part by DPS and Students-For-A
Safer Campus in order to comply with

the Federal Students Right-To-Know
and Campus Security Act.
DPS encourages the use of their
escort service which is available 24
hours a day to anyone upon request.
Call 232-6001.
The director of Public Safety, Mr.
George Coronmio, is available every
Wednesday from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m in
the Bryant Center Coriference room
#1 to discuss allY issues with students.
Mr. Coronmio is also available at
other times upon request. Call 2326001.

The Junction
................. .

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1'111!• • • • •
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...

the heat sensor, and reset the alarm
system.

,,~~~
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10PM-1AM
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Karaoke

Starting this Friday, Novembe.r 8.

Geri Verde

To the Bryant Community :
Tampering with life safety equipment has become a problem on
campus. There have been three incidents regarding discharged fire
extinguishers in the Residence Halls in the last two weeks. The safety of
each student is of paramount concern to the college, and we have
formulated specific rules and regulations pertaining to fire and safety
issues. Please be advised that tampering with any fire alarm or fire
protection system will result in your being held financially responsible
for any damages to Bryant property. Along with financial responsibility,
you may be fined and disciplined. Should the circumstances warrant it
at the time, youcould be placed under arrest fortampering with life safety
systems and equipment.
The following is the fine structure to discourage misuse of fire safety
equipment. Within the Rhode Island fire law, the Interference with Fire
Alarm Apparatus and Equipment states that "every person who unlawfully and without just cause- willfully or knowingly,- tampers with,
interferes with, or in any way impairs any public fire alarm apparatus,
wires or associated equipment shall be guilty of a felony, and upon
conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not less than $1 ,000 nor
more than $5,000, imprisoned for not less than I nor more than 5 years,
or both.
In order to discourage tampering with fire alarm equipment, the
college will impose the following fine structures: Tampering with fire
extinguishes = $75 fine; missing fire extinguishes = $150 fine; tampering with heat or smoke detectors = $300 fine. Individuals will be held
responsible for any of this equipment that may be located in their living
areas. The DPS Fire & Safety Coordinator will issue citations to individuals and/or areas that are in violation of the standard regarding Fire
Safety. Students will be held accountable for their actions. There is also
a $1,000 REWARD for information leading to the apprehension and
conviction of any person causing a MALICIOUS FIRE ALARM.
Your cooperation in this matter will ensure the safety of all in the
Bryant community. Together we can make this a non-issue on campus.
John A. Rattigan
Fire & Safety Coordinator
Department of Public Safety

Seniors! !
Senior Yearbook Portraits On
Wed
Thurs
Fri

Nov 13th
Nov 14th
Nov 15th

Ipm - ,8pm
llam- 8pm
llam - 6pm

$10 sitting fee payable
by check or cash at the time of your sitting.

Sign up at info desk today!!!

Last Chance! !!
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10 Questions: An interview
Application for
Special Olympics with Brian Willinsky
Directors
Kenneth Wakefield
Archway Staff Writer

••••••••••••

Scott Taylor

••••••
Bryant College will be the hostof
the 1997 Northern Rhode Island
Special Olympics for Special Olympians in Northern Rhode Island.
This past summer's Olympics in
Atlanta touched the hearts of many
athletes and spectators. Like the
Summer Olympics, the Northern
Rhode Island Special O lympicscreates an overwhelming enthusiasm
and strength in the athletes to compete among one anot~er. People
from all around the state and within
Bryant volunteer their time and ef-

forts to make it a success each year.
Gain the experience and opportunities of being a leader. Applications for Director and Assistant
Directors will be available next
week, November 11 - 15, in the
Senate Office. They will be due
back on in the Senate office on
Monday, November 18, and interviews will be on the evening of
Wednesday, November 20.
If you have any questions, please
contact myself, Scott Taylor, at
x4006, orthe Senate office at x6271.
Please do not hesitat~ to apply;
the opportunity is open everyone.

Black and Gold
Night = $10,000
Scott Mann

••••••
The $/0,000 Shot Is Just
One Of Many Contests
Planned As Bryant "TipsOff" the Basketball Season
Tomorrow Night
What would you do with $ IO,OOO?
You should plan your investments
now because if you make the mystery shot, $1 0,000 will be yours. No
strings attached!
Do not forget to tum in your
stamped Bulldog Sports Card at
Black and Gold Night to have an
even better chance at winning prizes.
If, for some reason, you never had
your card stamped, do not worry.
We have a ton of stutTto give away .
We have a FREE SKY DIVE, gift
certificates, CD's, tickets, Bulldog
Gear, and much more. Everyone
can win'
Register for the $1 0,000 shot from
6:45 p.m. up until the end of halftime of the game featuring the Bryant Women's Basketball Team
against the Nor'easterStorm (a USA
Basketball affiliate). Buy as many
rarne tickets as you ' d like at only
one dollar each for a chance at
getti ng your name drawn for a "shot"
to win the money .
Following the basketball game,
the madness will begin. First, the

disk jockey wi II introduce the dance
performance of Rhythm and Pride.
The word is that this talented group
puts on a great show - do not miss
them! Second, the disk jockey will
talk us through the Three-Point
Challenge in which everyone is eligible to participate. There will be
two brackets consisting of students
and faculty. The winner of the two
brackets will then challenge President Machtley for bragging rights.
Third, Zeta Phi Beta will stun the
crowd with another "don't miss"
dance performance. Next on the
agenda is the Frosh Hoops matchup. Come watch the '97 Frosh Hoops
champions take on the '00 champions to see who should really hold
the title. Also, Bryant's own High
Spirits will showcase their muchtalked-about act. If you have not
had a chance to see this band perform around campus, you do not
want to miss this opportunity.
And, of course, a party would not
be a party without OJ Niko performing his always masterful mix
of music . If you have trouble finding the main gym, follow the bass.
Contests, prizes, and a smashing display of entertainment. Can you feel the
excitement already?The season is only
just beginning! Come to Black and
Gold Night and walk away with prizes
and a great evening.

Nanci Weinberger, winner of the kick-off drawing for the
football autographed by members of the New England
Patriots, is pictured with Carla Gardner and Bill Baker, cochairs of the United Way/Fund for Community Progress
campaign.

Brian Willinsky is a Sophomore
Senator and the Speaker of the
Council for the Student Senate. He
was an orientation leader this past
summer and is a peer educator.
Kenneth Wakefield: When did
you first notice your leadership
skills?
Brian Willinsky: I first noticed
my leadership ability while I was
in high school. I was the Class
President for all four years. The
event that really helped move forward in this area was the Hugh
0' Brian seminar, which I took during my sophomore year (in high
school). It included student leaders
from all over the state of Connecticut and had a very large influence
on the way I thought about leadership.
K.W.: What is the most importantevent you have led in your life?
B.W.: That would have to be the
Community Leadership Educational Workshop. We did it in high
school two years in a row (my
junior and sf!nior years). It was put
together by three other students
and myself for the sophomores. It
was the very first thing like this in
Connecticut run entirely by students. I pushed for this idea because I think the label 'Generation
X' is neither accurate nor fair. Not
everybody in our age range has the
ideals of the 'Generation Xers,'
and it is not fair that we all get
labeled by other people's perception of 'Generation Xers.'
K.W.: Where are your leader-

ship skills used most effectively in year when I was elected to the senate. However, I also found out that
your daily life?
B. W.: They are used mostly when college is a lot different from high
I am performing my duties as school,; you have to be more open
Speaker of the Council. I have to minded and are forced to grow up
run meetings effectively, make sure quickly.
K.W.: As a leader of the Bryant
that we do not deviate from the
agenda for the meeting. I have to community, what are some of the
keep the meeting on track while things you would like to see
giving enough time for everyone to changed?
B.W.: I would like to see a differspeak their minds on whatever subent attitude from the students. About
jects are on the floor.
K.W.: What are the leadership 100-200 students are the ones who
skills needed to be a good Speaker want to see something changed upon
this campus and are willing to do
of the Council?
B.W.: The most important is to something about it. If students want
have good communication skills; I things to changed they have to be
also have to be assertive in sticking the initiators. Some of the things I
to the agenda, be open-minded, act would like to see changed are havprofessional, and use critical think- ing more activities upon the weekend to keep people here and a better
ing.
K.W.: What are some of the ways course selection with more liberal
you improve your leadership skills? arts courses available. I would also
B.W.: I take a lot of constructive like to see more communication
criticism and use it to my benefit. I with the faculty and a closer inspecask my friends to be honest about . tion of the curriculum.
K.W.: What message would you
what I do and how I could do it
give to potential leaders?
better.
B.W.: Go for any thing that comes
K.W.: How do you feel being a
student leader has affected your life? your way; there is nothing ' more
B. W.: It definitely has had a posi- expensive than regret. Don't be
tive impact upon my life. I learn afraid of failure-it only holds you
things outside the classroom that back.
will be beneficial to me when I go _ K.W.:Whoisyourheroandwhy?
B .W.: Hugh O'Brian. He is a
out into the real world. I now can get
along with people a lot better both famous actor from the 60's and
on both professional and personal 70' s known from westerns. He
is most famous, however, for
levels.
K.W.: Do you feel that Bryant his Youth Foundation seminar
has had any influence on your being that is in all 50 states. It is set
up for sophomores in high
a leader?
B.W.: I think it has pretty much schools because he feels that
been a continuation of high school. that is the critical time for young
It just continued in my freshman leaders.

Residence Life Community
Service Teams: Reaching out
to care and scare
assisted the parish's youth organization at their annual Halloween Haunted Woods. Working
In an effort to meet and respond
as
guides and goblins, they helped
to the various and changing issues
to raise over three hundred dollars
residents have, the Office of Resifl)r the organization and its future
dence Life runs a continuous trainacti vi ties for
ing program
the parish
for their resiyouth. At
dent assisboth sites,
tants . tach
the staff's
week, speaksense of citiers from on
zenry helped
and off camto provide
pus address
for a comtopics from
munity in
multi -c ulneed. Maktural awareing friends,
ness to crisis
~ having f un,
'"
intervention.
gand servicRecently, a
~ ing
their
community
~
community,
service com~ the Bryant
ponent has
~
Resident
been added to
<3 Assistants
their program
~ were able to
which allows
ff. show their
them to serve
genuine
their off camSeveral members of Residence Life dress up for Halloween
concern and
pus commuHaunted Woods at St. Philip's Parish in Greenville.
respect,
nity. Having
which
each
Bryant
student
lies,
the
staff
raked
leaves,
contacted numerous resources, the
staff chose two activities in which picked up trash, and cleaned the should have for their communithey could contribute to a group in surrounding grounds near the ties. Congratulations and thanks
need. The two activities they chose buildings. At SI. Philip's, they to you all.
Kevin Hearn

•••••••

were at McAuley Village in Providence and St. Philip's Parish in
Greenville.
At McAuley Village, a low
income residential communit"
housing for single parent fami-
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The video game revolution
Paul Hunter

••••••••
Nintendo has delivered a new
blow to the video game indu s try. It has been dominated in the
last year by Sega, with their Sega
Saturn , and Sony , with their
Play s tation. The once-fallen
king of video games is back to
reclaim it's crown with the new
Nintendo 64.
The Ninlendo 64 is a cartridgebased system unlike the 32 bit
CD-based competitors, Sega and
Sony. It goes for anywhere between $200 to $250, depending
on the retai ler. The games , on
the other hand, can be expected
to be a little steeper than the
cheaper to produce competitors'
CD games. There are two games
on hand for review at the present
time; Super Mario 64 , and
Pilotwings 64 . Both featured
dazzling 3-D graphics and stereo-quality sound.
Super Mario 64 is ranked as
one of the best games I've ever
played . Its unlimited camera
angles, stunning visual s, and
tons of secrets kept me glued to
the television set for hours. The

graphics of this game have to be
seen to be believed and can't be
described in words . Just watching this game is a treat for most.
Mario ' s reactions to his environment are extremely life-like,
from his huffing and puffing
when he is hurt or tired , to his
cheers of joy as he does a
back flip. He is totally emersed
in a lush 3-D environment and
is loving it, judging by his optimistic expressions throughout
the game. Nintendo ' s mascot is
back and in effect!! I The control of this game is truly phenomenal , all due to Nintendo's
ingenious analog control pad.
This pad make~ fluid 3-D control a snap, unlike the clumsy,
basic 8 direction controllers of
the past. As far as the Super
Mario 64 goes, it's a must have
for all die hard garners.
Some might remember the
original 16 bit game Pilot Wings
for the Super Nintendo system.
It was then praised for the mo st
revolutionary graphics and
game play of its time . If you
liked the original, you ' re going
to love the new and improved
Pi lotwings 64. This game is sort

of a flight simulator with a wide
variety of aircrafts, ranging
from a gyrocopter to a hang
glider. There are various characters to choose from, each one
with a unique flying style. An
assortment of islands are used
as the playing field for this
game. An island shaped like the
United States is thrown in as a
cool bonus. This addicting game
will keep you playing until all
levels are mastered.
The Nintendo 64 is on the
move . However, it has a lot of
catching up to do . As far as it's
library of games is concerned,
the Nintendo 64 is lacking compared to Sony and Sega at the
present time. Not that these two
aren't producing high quality
games, don't get me wrong, but
I feel that Nintendo 64 does to
video games what color did to
television. Yet these two preliminary first generation games
truly show that when it comes
down to it , sometimes quality is
better than quantity .
*Special thanks go out to
Major Video in Mineral Springs
for loaning us the system and
games .

Greek Community
hosts scholarship
•
semInar
Steve Tully

••••••
Last Thursday, October 29 ,
the Greek Community held a
Scholarship Seminar in the Papitto Dining Hall. The community, with the assistance of IFC
Scholarship
Chair ,
Ian
Kennaway , and Panhellenic
Scholarship Chair, Jill Lewis,
realized the importance of establishing scholarship goals for
the community . Some of these
goals are raising the overall
GPA of the Greek Community
above the all-student average,
to establish a Faculty of the Year
award, and to make the resources of the Learning Center
more readi ly known and acces sible.
Attending the meeting were
both the IFC and Pan hellenic
Executive Boards, along with
the Pre s ident, Scholars hip
Chair, and Membership Educators from each chapter. To assist them in implementing con-

crete ways to reach these goal~
were guest speakers Martha
Ucci, of the Learning Center,
and Bill Phillips, the Director
of Counseling Services. Martha
Ucci presented the community
with a "Scholarship Binder",
which is readily available for
all Greek members in the Greek
Life Office . This binder contai ns all the a vai I abl e re sou rce s
of the Learning Center. So , if
you ha ve questions , they ' ve got
answers . Bill Phillips presented
ways in which to better manage
our hectic lives and schedules.
Both presenters gave the members ways in which to reach their
ultimate goals . We'd like to
thank them both for their time
and concern for our scholarship
goal s and objectives . All who
attenJed will certainly use the
information presented for th e ir
own lives and will be able to
share thi s information with the
other members of their chapters.

Getting the low-down on Luscious Jackson
anyone in particular I would like to either ordering dinner or looking
speak with. Who was I to be choosy: for Kate), who also answered afew
"It is just the way things go," I " I suppose whoever is the most inter- questions, for which there was flO
told myself regarding my disap- ested in speaking with me." An- space to print.
Bari: You were the first band to
pointment in not having found the other few minutes went by before
ti me to try and get an interview with Ji II Cunniff (bass player, lead signer have an album put out on Grand
Luscious Jackson before their per- and song writer) was escorted to my Royal (Beastie Boys ' Mike
Diamond's label). Do you get tired
formance at Lupo's Heartbreak couch.
Bari: A lot of your music has a or upset at being identified as "the
Hotel on Saturday, November 2.
Besides, since I hadn't found the very NYC feel to it, is it a conscious Beasties' little sisters?"
Jill: Well, we were tired of that
time to get the interview, how would effort?
Jill: A lot of people say that. I from the beginning. Luckily we
I ever have found the time to research, prepare questions, and con- guess that's because on our last don't get that much anymore.
Bari: When the Beastie Boys
duct the actual interview? Well, as record we did a song about New
it turns out, like most things that York called "City Song" and people came onto the scene with "License
happen in my life, the strangest think that is what we are all about. to III" in the mid 1980' s, they porthings occur when I least expect We tried to make this album (Fever trayed themselves as sexist,
In Fever Out) more universal.
homophobic, and macho, but now
them to.
Bari: Which song off your new they seem like they've matured or
As I was eating lunch with one of
my friends on Friday, I was ap- album is your favorite to perform? moved beyond that. Is that how
Jill: I like signing "Why Do I Lie" they have always been, was it all
proached by an individual who had
managed to get an interview with because it is like a slow ballad and just an act?
Jill: Yes, it was all an act, or-as
Luscious Jackson on Saturday people are expecting us to rock out.
Bari: At the CM] (College Music I call it-an aberration to be nice. I
evening before their show. I expressed my "that's great, good luck" Journal) conference in New York don't know it they have repented,
sentiment only half way through City this September, you guys but they've definitely made an efwhen he said, "I won't be able to do played a surprise show under the fort to redeem themselves in the
it, would you mind doing it?" Would name Energy Sucker at Fraggle public eye and in their personal
I be able to do it? ... hmm, let me Rock (a gay and lesbian club), and lives. You know, they were like
think about that for a second: "O.K., one of the promoters explained that eighteen years old and somebody
if it helps you out." Of course I was it was because 'Luscious Jackson offered them a record contract, a
trying to suppress my utter joy and wanted to give something back to bunch 'a' beer, some new outfits,
excitement at his unfortunate pre- the gay community, who have sup- and gold chains. I always allow
people to change, because you can't
dicament which became my oppor- ported them from the beginning,'
Jill: That could be the case; Kate, hold people to their past. I look at
tunity to interview someofthe funkiest women in music today. I had just our drummer, knows them, and we some of the people I've dated .. ,
Bari: What is the collective attiabout 24 hours to prepare myself needed to do a small show under
for the interview and try to come up another name and thought that tude of the band, or is there one?
Jill: I feel like we have all really
with some interesting questions that would be a great place to do it. We
they hopefully haven't been asked definitely have such a good gay and changed and gone in our own direclesbian crowd. I like that interpreta- tions. We have all matured enough
eight gazillion times.
Lupo's, 5:30 p.m., Saturday. I tion; we totally appreciate it and i"n the same way to make a record
had arrived at the designated time have done a lot of gay press. Kate's that is cohesive, but if you asked us
all individually, we would all have
and was motioned to a coach by one a very out lesbian,
At this point the Josephine Wiggs slightly different takes on it.
of the bouncers. He told me that
Bari: So that would explain the
"after their sound check, their man- Experience began their VERY
ager will be over with a couple of LOUD sound check, and Jill of- side projects like The Kostars?
Jill : Sure. The Kostars was Vivian
them." The sound check lasted an fered to take me into the dressing
hour, and I had begun to wonder if room so that we could continue. (Keyboard and vocals) and I; we
I was going to have any time with Once there, we began again, how- decided to make a record that would
them at all. A few minutes later, the ever, we were sometimes interrupted go baek to the roots of song writing.
manager came up and introduced by Kate (who was always looking Luscious Jackson was more of an
himself to me. He asked if there was for someone) or Gabby (who was experiment in sampling, so we went

Bari Bendell

••••••••

back to using all acoustic guitars,
wrote really simple songs, and recorded them. Looking back on it, I
think it was an important step in
making this record because it was a
lot more song based and less loop
based then our previous works.
Bari: Will there be more
Kostar albums to come?
Ji II: Yes, in fact we hope to
work with Josephine Wiggs
(bass player from The Breeders
and opening act for Luscious
Jackson) again.
Bari: I just mailed my absentee ballot today. Are you going
to vote?
Jill: Yes!
Bari: Dole has tried unsuccessfully to use "Soul Man",
and "Born in the USA" for his
campaign. If he wanted a Luscious Jackson song, which song
do you think he would try to
use?
Jill: I bet he would like "Why
Do I Lie."
Bari: So, who is Manny and
why were you searching for him
on your first album?
Jill: Manny was Gabby's
(bands' guitar player and vocalist) mother's boyfriend when
she was a kid, and we needed an
album cover. They had these
great photos of him like lounging in his underwear; I don't
know what gave us the gumption to put them on the cover,
but her mom was like 'go for
it,' and it ended up being kind
of classic, So thilt's the story,
and no one knows where he is ,
Bari: How has your perspective of .tlie music industry
changed ~since "In Search Of
Manny" (released in 1992)?
Jill : Well, I know a lot more
now. I've learned that it is actually a business; if you are going
to sell records, then it is a business, and you have got to get
that straight.

Bari : Was that up se tting"l
Jill : No, I got over th e bummer about it and saw through
the whcde ' I don't want to be a
sell-out ' mentality. If you have
a record on the market. you are
in the market and you are in
business. Even if you are on
some tiny label, there is a bottom line. There are a lot of
things that I think should be
changed, like how some artists
get treated poorly. So many of
them work really hard and only
get a small percentage, and that's
the bummer about it.
Bari: As a DJ, I've noticed
that several versions or mixes
of a song wi II be sent to us for
airplay; does Luscious Jackson
have complete control over what
is sent out?
Jill: Oh yeah, we mixed the
latest radio one ourselves, and
then we hired people for some
of the others, and if we didn't
like them, they didn't go anywhere,
This is not where ol:r interview ended. However, Jill and I
continued to talk about the band,
their new video for "Naked Eye"
(which will be out soon), her
interest in reading and teaching
about women's spirituality,
touring, and a song she wrote
about mother nature for the
Beastie Boys to record . The
show itself was wonderful, and
I strongly recommend seeing
them the next time they are in
town . Tune into 88.7 WJMF to
hear some cuts off of their albums; you won't be disappointed.
When not interviewing musicians, Bari Bendell is the General Manager and a DJ at 88.7
WJMF-FM . Bari also wishes to
thank Nigel for doing the leg
work and getting this interview
for the station and The Archway.
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Being a member of the Ranger
Challenge team gives female and
male Army ROTC cadets another
way to win honors for their college.
Ranger Challenge, Army ROTC's
"varsity sport," is a series of physical endurance and military skills
competitions designed to test the
mettle of cadets and their ability to
work as a team.
Ranger Challenge is a tough, demanding, eight-event competition.
Events in the 30 hour, non-stop
challenge include a physical fitness
test, marksmanship, quickness in

overa water obstacle, locating designated markers using a compass,
disassembling and assembling designated weapons, a patrolling written exam, hand grenade assault
course, and a 10 kilometer road
march.
This year's annual competition
was held on the 19th and 20th of
October at Fort Devens, Massachusetts. The temperature was cold,
the wind was blowing hard, and a
"Nor'easter" was fast approaching,
but the challenge between 21 colleges went on. The tempo of the
events was extremely high, teams
went straight from event to event
with the "capstone" event being

What's the
Newman Club?

Recently I was asked by a staff and to build a sense of community,
member about the status of the fellowship, and support.
While the Newman Club here at
Newman Club. For those who don't
know, a Newman Club is an asso- Bryant has been inactive, I would
ciation of Catholic students on a certainly be open to offering whatcollege campus. Apparently there ever help I can if students are interhad been such a club here at Bryant; ested in reviving it. Unfortunately,
however, my predecessor, Father I cannot give unlimited amounts of
Doug Spina, had in- ~~~~~~~~~~~~ time to bringing
this about, due to
formed me before I
started that it has
S
my part-time pobeen inactiveforsevsition here and the
eral years.
R everen d P'lerre Plan t e
demands of my
The purpose and
Catholic Chaplain
parish. However,
activities of a
I would be most
willing to meet
Newman Club are
many. Most of these clubs involve with and guide any students who
themselves in religious activities would like to take the initiative and
and celebrations. They also avail get something going. It wouldn't
themselves of the opportunity to have to be a major undertaking. It's
learn more about theirCatholic faith by taking small steps that you learn
and timely issues in the public arena to walk.
In the meantime, I will be offering
that the Church can offer some perspective on. Many of the clubs also information on activities sponsored by
get involved in apostolic service in the Catholic Campus Ministers
the community in a variety of ways. throughout the state so that anyone
And last but not least is the social interested may participate. These acdimension. Newman Clubs spon- tivities include retreat days and special
sor a variety of social activities to speakers' engagements. I'll announce
enable memhers to corne together these at Sunday night Mass and in this
to enjoy one another's company column when time permits.

Ch

1"

ap am
Comer

road march was supposed to be a
march carrying 25 pounds of equipment per person in which the average mile is done in approximately
12 minutes. Inevitably it turned
into a dead-out run with teams finishing in the forty to fifty minute
range. The Challenge was officially
concluded on Sunday, and the
Ranger Challenge Team from the
University of New Hampshire took
top honors. The team representing
both Bryant and Providence Colleges was coached by Cpt. Christopher Granfield; the team members
were Eric Fortin, Steve Geroux,
David Higbie, John Tobin, Tim
Starke, John Maloney, Jeremy

Avenick.
Placing in the "middle of the
pack" was not a great concern. I was
more concerned with the
competition's by-products of heightened cohesion among team members and, of course, the increased
physical fitness. We worked out
every morning at Providence College from 0530 to 0730, and used
Saturdays to focus on the more intricate skills involved. We had fortythree days to prepare for the competition, and the team members gave
110% the whole time.
The team of nine was whittled
down from an original group of 21
students, who showed up the first

there was only one returning student
from last year's team but overjoyed at
the longevity that a younger team represented. The last "cut" that I had to
make was a tough one because of my
personal feelings for some of the par-ticipants. My feelings had to be put
aside in the interest of peak performance for the team as a whole.
I was disappointed that my team was
composed of only men. I started with
two women who were academically
qualified and had extremely high physical fitness scores but could not compete
because of academic conflicts. I'm
hoping for a more well-balanced team
nextyearwithcompetitorswhoareeven
more ''hungry.''

An immodest success story
A remarkable thing occurred last
week in the Science and Technology Laboratory, and I'd like todedicate today's column to boasting
about the students who made it happen.
These are students of courage and
enthusiasm that some might call
masochism. They signed onto a new
academic program with a new professor in a discipline regarded
among the most difficult and least
pleasant at Bryant - Science. Not
taking the easy pathway to graduation, they challenged themselves to
a minor in Biotechnology, despite
knowing of the. inadequate facilities, tepid institutional support, and
the requirement to take both Chemistry and Biology-with labs!
Enrolled in directed studies, these
seven agreed to attempt to ferment,
isolate, and purify an industrially
important enzyme known as Taq
polymerase, originally isolated from
the Old Faithful hot springs in
Yellowstone National Park and now
available through a national depository of microbial cell cultures. Taq
polymerase is the main ingredient
in a reaction called PCR, used to
detect and manipulate DNA and
RNA sequences in samples and
made famous during the first trial of
Mr. Simpson. Annual sales of this
enzyme are over $10 million.
Gathering over a two week period whenever they could find time

in their otherwise hectic schedules,
sometimes as early as 7:30 a.m. or
as late as 10:30 p.m., they purchased
the starter culture (in other words,
they brought culture to Bryant's
campus), grew and analyzed larger
scale cultures from the starter, lysed
those cells to liberate the proteins
and contaminants, and then purified
Taq polymerase from among the
broad range of cellular proteins and
non-protein contaminants. Fearing

Enigma
David Betsch
Department of Science
and Technology

the worst, I cautioned them that lab
procedures often do not work the
first time even under ideal lab conditions (which we certainly do not
have) and that they shouldn't be too
disappointed if our preparation
failed.
Last Thursday night, we ran the
activity assays that would determine
the quality of our preparation, the
fruit of two weeks' labor. About 9
p.m., above the glow of 310nm ultraviolet light, these students
huddled around the result~, pushing
each other gently aside to be the first
to see. I stared in disbelief at results
that showed conclusively that our
preparation outperformed a com-

mercial sample that they had tested
for comparison. Had they mixed up
the reaction tubes? What was going
on?
I repeated the tests on Friday,
alone. The same result...it worked!
With our fixation on financial
service businesses at Bryant, students may be unaware and faculty
may forget that wealth is generated
and must be continuously maintained by manufacturing, adding
value to raw materials in converting
them to useful goods. The newest
manufacturing business in the
world, and one in which the USA is
the undisputed leader, is biotechnology - converting cell products
and processes to drugs, food products, and engineering materials
through manipulation of DNA. With
these students' efforts, Bryant College has achieved a uniquely progressive and thorough biotechnology business program.
Jeff Berard. Heather Czermak.
Meghan Fraleigh. Steve Joyce. Phil
LaMariana. Bryan Magnus. Mark
Ornstedt.
(Enigmaisaweeklycolumninwhich
our science faculty tackle the technological riddles oflife. If sufficient loyal
Archway readers submit topics that we
feature in the column, they will be
eligibleforadrawingworlh25dollars
in points. Submit questions to Dave
Betsch, C223 and lookfor the answers
right here in the coming weeks.)

The Mad Sage takes a name
Myron Corham
Archway Staff Writer

••••••••••••

Now hack among humans, he
realized that he must have a
name. He had abandoned his
original name at rebirth. Now
he had been rejuvenated, so he
needed a name. But what should
he name himself? He could
think of nothing, and any old
name wouldn't do. He needed
something unlike anything the
world had seen before; something extraordinary. He wanted
his name to trample over the
lips of all who would utter it.
But his mind was blank.
Walking through the big city,
he contemplated a name while
absorbing the shock of city life.
Rugged old men lined the streets

in a daze; it was like they, too,
were withered by the city. Cars
sped by in a race without end,
spitting out toxins that soured
the air, and he had just started
hreathing again. Crowded sidewalks filled with bitterness and
confusion. Beggars were being
shooed away like annoying
bees. Trash littered, all beauty
had been degraded to filth.
Barred stores lining each side
of the street. An argument just
ahead and a brutal fight to his
left; both stood out amongst
the deafening noise and blinding crowd of the city. Hustlers
of all sorts stood out in the
worn advertisements. And an
ominous smell;-a mixture of
toxic gases-was eagerly consumed by many. He was lost in

the vileness of the city. But this
was where he must begin, and
thus, this was where he must
give himself a name.
He then felt a quick jab to his
back, and was pulled into an
alley-way.
He
remained
unscared; this was not his day
to die, and he knew it. Before
him, pointing his little gun, was
a young boy demanding that he
give him all his money. He responded, "I don't think so,"
looking at the little boy with a
'how sad' expression.
"Give me the money or I'll
shoot!" the jittery boy decried,
looking both ways down the aIley as if he knew he was about
to get caught.
"No!" he said firmly and finally.

"I'm not playing. Give it to
me!" The boy was obviously not
a pro, his face filled with terror
as his victim just looked upon
him with pity.
"Shoot me," he said, actually
expecting the boy to do it.
"What?" The boy was now
scared and confused.
"Go ahead ... shoot me," he implored.
"Forget
this,
you're
whacked!" The boy obviously
had no intention of killing him.
He had just hoped he could scare
the money from him.
As the boy ran away, it came
to him as quickly as the bullet
that then pierced his skin just
below the heart. He woke up in
the hospital connected to tubes
and machines. But the only thing

he could think about was his
new name. It was flawless. From
that day forward he was to be
known as:
Lunis Psychoatis

Six encounters with
a wise man
"Under the shroud of oblivion
lurks the secret to your demise."
"A rusty key can open the
newest door, but only if you
first reach it."
"Though the coconut is hard
to open, the feast inside is always worth it."
"The sweetest drink is often
the most deadly."
"At the center of nothing is
always an obscured something."
"In the mouth of madness, a
sane voice cries out."
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Running naked through the streets: The birth of
an inner child

..... .. ....
Nigel Kalada Fubara
Archway Staff Writer

"

The Rotunda is filled with the
clatter and chatter of everyone
around you. You feel the rhythms
of the school like waves washing
over you. Cresting and breaking.
Lapping softly against the coasts of
your conscience. It's a break between classes, and people are doing
what they always do. Some athletic-looking guys are making eyes
at a group of girls, who are trying
hard not to look too interested. Some
sorority sisters are making plans for
the weekend, stressing some small
detail and loving every minute of it.
An intense group of young men are
repeatedly mentioning to one another how they will most likely fail
some Finance course and how the
professor is so hard that it's unreal.
The smell of the specialty coffee
from the Bagel Wagon reaches you,
and you decide a coffee and a smoke
would be awfully nice. You go to
get your coffee, and as you wait in
line to pay, you notice the pattern. It
hits you. The surge. Like a flash of
energy, you are touched. This could
be any other day of the week. The

exact faces would change, but the
clothes, the conversations, the Greek
letters on the sweaters and pullovers, and the routine would all
remain the same. Imperceptibly, the
power tie around your neck tightens. The same one that you thought
was so sharp when you looked in
the mirror this morning. You don't
bother loosening it, knowing that
will do no good. This constriction
squeezes your soul. You are looking at clones of yourself. Replicas
of a product being churned out of
here yearly. You don't have to look
down to know that the shoes on the
feet on the short kid that passes by
are very similar to your own. A lot
like the pair on your feet, or the pair
in your closet. You don't have to be
here tomorrow to know that someone just like you will wear the same
suit and the powertie and feel ready
for their presentation. The mirror
images cross cultural and race lines.
Half the people look like they
stepped out of a Docker's commercial or the pages of some fashion
magazine, stealing the look of a
mannequin to feed their individuality. The problem is, they all robbed
the same mannequins. Everyone an

individual making a statement, in
exactly the same way. Dressing like
the members of alternative groups
who also express their individuality
in exactly the same way as the next
group. Even the few who are different are different in the identical
manner. You want to look into your
soul. You want to see something in
yourself that is not replicated in the
speech, haircuts, clothes, and weekend plans of the hundreds of reflections of you strewn out across this
campus, oblivious to you and your
spiritual dilemma. You feel the
surge. You want to run, to cry, to
shout, to strip yourself of all the
markings of uniformity. You want
to look within yourself and find
you. You want to pour out fragments of your essence. Show that
you are different. You are not an
unwitting soldier in the Seattle
grunge army. You are not a product
of Tommy Hilfiger's imagination.
You were not created by The Gap.
You are different. You feel the surge.
Who are you? Where is your personal pain? Where is your special
unmatched emotion? Your unbridled passion and fire? You must
look within others to find the keys

to the inner sanctum of your soul. A
place only you can truly know. To
find yourself in the damp and dusty
recesses of your untraveled psyche
and soul, you must know how others found their paths, took their
journeys and discovered themselves. You must feel their surge.
The raw emotion purified and distilled from their souls poured out on
paper. Follow the flow of the stream
of their pain and anger and fear,
hope, and love until it leads you to
the river of your being, where the
tide pulls you down and under until
you are lost. Face to face with your
soul. Nowhere to hide. No need to
hide. This is what poetry is. It is the
surge. These are the stories of the
journey. A signpost shrouded in the
fog that leads you within, strips you
of the reflections and mirror images
and leaves you bare. And free.
The surge.
An old woman retelling the painful yet exhilarating account of her
journey long ago to womanhoodher loves and losses and lives.
It pulls you closer.
A young man feeling as if his
world has disappeared, a world once
lit by the smile of a woman he loves.

At half mast
During the past two weeks, Bryant has lowered its flags to half mast
because we have lost two members
of our campus community - Bob
Provost of the Accounting Department and Sandy Langford of the
Post Office. The practice of lowering flags to half mast is a Bryant
tradition and our way of acknowledging our respect for Bob and
Sandy, and so begins the grieving
process for the people at Bryant
whose lives they touched. I chose
this topic today because many of
our students have yet to face the
death of a relative or other important person in their lives, and I
wanted to talk a bit about recognizing the importance of other community members in our lives before
we lose them.
Perhaps I should be clear that this
will not be a eulogy for Bob or
Sandy. There are many other people
at Bryant more qualified to do that.
But throughout their years at Bryant, they touched the lives of hundreds or thousands of our community members. Just think about it.
To how many students has Bob
taught accounting principles? And

how many committees did he serve
on during that time? How many
staff people had to ask Sandy (in
some cases-like mine-again and
again) how to use Federal Express,
or how to distribute mass mailings?
And how many of us had lunch or
casual conversations with them over
the years? The impact of their pass-

From My
Corner
F.l. Talley
v.P. of Student Affairs

ing will not be felt solely by the Post
Office or the Accounting Department, but by all of us because they
were our colleagues and our friends.
Have you ever stopped to think
that you are also the colleagues and
friends of many faculty members,
staff members and other students?
Years ago, I remember reading a
short description about leadership
and relationships. The description
talked about taking a block of lead

and a block of gold, and touching
them together for only a second.
When you take them apart, they
may look the same, but they're not.
There are molecules of gold on the
lead and molecules of lead upon the
gold. Both blocks are changed forever and will never be the same.
Can you imagine the impact any of
us can have by going to school with
other students not for a mere second, but for a semester, a year, or
four years? Now just imagine the
impact our faculty and staff colleagues can have over fifteen or
twenty years. This impact-this permanent change in our lives as a
result of our relationships with others-is what community is all about.
Take the time now to remember how
important others are in your life, and
acknowledge that. And, at the same
time, recognize that you are truly important to more people than you may imagine. Perhaps the symbol of dropping our
flags to halfmast for a departed member
ofour community should be a reminder
for us to appreciate the riclmess of our
relationships every day, and not wait for
a tragedy. Let's start savoring our relationships today.

Experience~onkou
Christopher M. Bruneau

••••••••••••
Monkou Restaurant, serving Chinese and Polynesian cuisine, is hard
to miss with neon signs and vibrant
colors. Located at 676 Washington
Street on Route 1 in South Attleboro,
Massachusetts, the building's appearance ensures customers that a festive
and fun dining experience awaits.
Upon entering Monkou, you will
be greeted with the bubbling sounds
and relaxing sights of a waterfall.
While sipping on Chinese tea, one
cannot help but notice the collection
of ethnic masks covering the walls.
Also, scenic murals add to the ethnic
flavor of the restaurant. Bamboo is

used to help the customer feel one
has escaped to a far away land. Patrons will be amused with faux palm
trees towering over tables; this theme
is continued on the carpets. The festive colors are carried inside; red,
green, blue and yellow decorate
tables, chairs and walls.
For an appetizer, the classic choice
of Beef Teriyaki and Barbecued
Boneless Spare Ribs are guaranteed
to not disappoint you. For an entree,
Moo Shi is sure to satisfy your
cravings. Moo Shi literally means
"fragrant yellow blossoms of sweet
olives." This dish consists of a savory combination of exotic vegetables like wood ears, tiger lily stems,

cabbage, carrots, eggs and your
choice of meat, all scrambled together and served with Mandarin
Pancakes. In addition, Kung Paostyle
calls for a variety of ingredients such
as Szechwan, red and green peppers,
water chestnuts, onions, garlic, scallions, soy sauce, sugar, vinegar, and
peanuts, which produce a multiplicity of tastes.
Others savor Yu Hsiang style, an
aromatic spicy dish famous for its
use of garlic and vinegar. This dish
consists of red and green peppers,
white mushrooms, wood ear, and
your choice of meat. Chicken Delight is also highly recommended;
tender chicken chunks and shrimp

sauteed with black mushrooms, pea
pods, and water chestnuts in oyster
sauce contributes to this dining
experience's uniqueness. Gai Poo
Lo Mein seemed to be enjoyed the
most by all. This. dish will have you
raving about it for weeks; it consists
of chicken deep-fried in egg batter,
lobster, and shrimp nested on top of
soft noQ<iles and gourmet spices.
Take-out is available for most
menu items. A full bar is present.
Monkou is open Monday through
Thursday from Il:30a.m.-l:ooa.m.,
Friday and Saturday from 11:30a.m.2:00 a.m., and Sunday from 12:00
p.m.-l:oo a.m. Call 399-8020 for
directions or additional information.

A world no longer tangible or meaningful, covered in darkness because
the smile which brightened it no
longer shines on him.
The surge.
A middle-aged man who fears for
the coming life winter, feels its cold
fingers brush the gray in his temples
and must brace himself for its chill
alone because he does not know
how to accept its somber beauty
with another.
This is the surge. Follow their
paths,let the stories and poems guide
you to yourself, let the echo of their
emotions empower you to look
within, and there you will find how
different you are and how in your
unbreakable solitude and loneliness
you are like us all. And a part of us
all.
A guide book will soon be here. A
signpost to point the way. The literary magazine will soon arrive. Feel
the surge.
Next week: A heart to heart with
the creator of the Bryant Literary
Magazine's, Sharon Pacheco, and
the pain, joy and labor she went
through to bring the literary magazine to life, bearing the inner child
for us all.
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Bryant Peer Educators meet Mickey Mouse

·Two Merck SuIJ~~'mltenLSlU,p~8tipCIidS· _~~~$lO.OIJ(r.
UNCF-Merck Graduate Science Relle8tCbJDiSli,ettJlition:Felkl1wsI],ips

Twelve graduate fellowship wiD be aw.lIrdc:d
up to a maximum of2A moniM ofgmduate
-Fellowship stipeuiJ up to ...M..••V\JIU
-Department grant up to $15.000
UNCF-Merck Postdoctora1 Science Research Fellowship
Ten postdoctOl1\l fellowship will be awarded in 1997. Each fellowsbip covers a minimum period of 12
months up to a maximum of 24 months. Each fellowship includes:
-Fellowship stipend up to $40.000
-Department grant up to $15,000
Merck & Co., Inc. is a leading research-driven pharmaceutical products and services company. Merck
discovers. develops, manufactures, and markets a broad ranae of innovative products to improve human
and animal health. The Merck-Medco Managed Care Division manages pharmacy benefits for more than
40 million Americans, encowaging the appropriate use of medicines and providing disease management
programs. Throughout these complementary capabilities, Merck works to improve quality oflife and lower
overall health-care costs.
The College FundlUNCF is a consortium of 40 private. historically black colleges and universities, It is
the oldest and most successful minority higher education assistance organization in the country. The
College Fund currently administers more than 350 educational programs that give students access to higher
education and career opportunity. and strengthen its member colleges. It is ranked first among education
non-profits by Money. To date. more than 300,000 men and women have graduated from UNCF colleges
and universities.

f/o"1t(!}n:mQte . /J1an
~rr""c5 jlASt fI1

Beginning Wednesday, November 13, 19 students and Lori Harrison
will be traveling to Orlando, Florida. This trip to Orlando is to attend
the BACCHUS/GAMMA National Conference, which offers over
70 educational sessions. At this conference, students from 700
colleges and universities across the United States and Canada will
gather to share, educate, and learn from one another information
about health issues used to create programs on their own campus.
Programs like "Alcohol Jeopardy," "Sexy Jeopardy," and "Drawing
the Shades;" speakers like Bobby Petrocelli, Katie Koestner, and
Bertice Berry; and programs such as Safe Break Week and 3D Month
are all a result of conference attendance. Of the 74 sessions offered,
the facilitators of CHOICES (Choosing Healthy Options in Competitive Environments) will be presenting a program that they offered to
the athletic teams at Bryant.
In addition to attending the programs, the Bryant students will be
attending an awards banquet on Saturday evening in hopes of
receiving awards for:
( Chapter of the Year
(Peer Theater of the Year - "Drawing the Shades"
(Program of the Year - "Coffee Talk"
The students representing Bryant College are as follows:
Peer Educators - Sean Kenny, James Warner, Brian Willinsky,
Christine Vazquez
CHOICES - Dottie Beattie, Alison Gerard, Allison Maloney,
Stephanie Zanfagna
GAMMA - John Adani, Heidi Giblin, Stacy Keegan, Charles Roth
BACCHUS - Lauren Dabkowski, Kylyn Laramie, Brenda Petrone,
Colleen Sullivan, Rebecca Thayer, Jennifer Wilson, Sharon Yuhas

Join the Celebration!
On Tuesday November 12, the Student
Alumni Association will hold a meeting for this
year's Festival of Lights. If you would like to
get involved in the campus wide holiday event,
join us at the Alumni House at 6p.m.
Hope to see you there!
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SATURDAY

FRIDAY
'Hot Cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs to Order
Pancakes
Sausage Omelet
Home Fries
Donuts
"Bagels
"Fresh Fruit
Blueberry Coffee Cake
Potato Chowder
Clam Chowder
'Pepper Steak Sub
'Vegetarian Cheese Bake
Linguini & Clam Sauce
"Pasta & Tomato Sauce
"On The Deli: Roast
Turkey
"Rissole Potato
'Peas & Mushrooms
"Cheese & Pepperoni
Pizza
'Vegetarian Stuffed
Peppers
'Fish /Cheese & Broccoli
'Baked Fish (to Order)
'Chicken Fingers
Allegro Fresh Pasta
Allegro Meat Sauce
Sauce Tontine with Crab
Allegro Tornato Sauce
"Cottage Fries
"Green Beans Provencale
'Sliced Carrots
Dinner Rolls

I
I

'Hot Cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs to Order
Chocolate Chip
Pancakes
Canadian Bacon
Tuna Bagel Melt
"Baked Ziti
"Deli/Grill
'Salad Bar
'Peas & Carrots
Hash Browns
Chicken Rice Soup
Italian Vegetable Soup
'Bagels
Donuts
'Fresh Fruit
Assorted Desserts

'Hot Cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs to Order
Sausage Unks
French Toast
BBQ Pork Sandwich
"Broccoli Cheese
Casserole
"Salad Bar
'Deli/Grill
'Vegetable Medley
Tomato Soup
Beef Rice Soup
Potato Puffs
'Bagels
Donuts
Assorted Desserts
'Fresh Fruit

'SpaghettVMeatballs
Chicken Cutlet
'Vegetable Fajita
"Pasta & Tomato
Sauce
'Florentine Vegetables
"Seasoned Com
French Fries
'Dinner Rolls

'Oven Fried Chicken
"Baked Chicken
Quiche Lorraine
Cheese Lasagna
' Pasta & Tomato Sauce
'Com Cobbettes
'Broccoli
"Rice
Dinner Rolls

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

TUESDAY

SUNDAY
'Hot Cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs to Order
Country Style Eggs
French Toast
Hash Browns
"Bagels
Donuts
"Fresh Fruit
Cinnamon Rolls

"Hot Cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs to Order
Cheese Omelet
Home Fries
Pancakes
"Bagels
Donuts
"Fresh Fruit
Muffins

"Hot Cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs to Order
Bacon Omelet
Potato Puffs
French Toast
"Bagels
Donuts
"Fresh Fruit
Sweet Rolls

*HotCa-eaI
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs to Qder
01eese Omelet
French Toast
HashBrOM1S
Donuts
*Bagels
*Fresh Fruit
Coffee Cake

Cream of Mushroom
Soup
'Chicken Vegetable Soup
"Beef Pot Pie
'Vegetable Medley Pasta
"Grilled Chicken
Sandwich
'Pasta & Tomato Sauce
"On the Deli: Baked Ham
"Cheese & Pepperoni
Pizza
'Capri Mixed Vegetables
'Green Bean Almondine
*Whipped Potato

Navy Bean Soup
'Vegetable Beef Soup
'Meatball Sub
'Polenta with Four
Cheeses
Foot -long Franks
'Pasta & Tomato Sauce
'On the Deli: Corned
Beef
'Cheese & Pepperoni
Pizza
Baked Beans
'Sliced Carrots/Potato
Puffs

"Vegetable Soup
'Chcken Noodle SoLp
Party Melt
Olickffl O"oquettes
*Beans E30u"guignome
*Pasta & TanatoSauce
'01 tre Deli: Roast Turkey
'01eese & Peppa-oni Pizza
*Salad 8ar
"WlpPed Potato
'1ta1ial GrOOl Beans
*Broccoli

O"eam of Vegetable SoLp
'Beef Noodle SoLp
*BeefNegetabie Faj~a
BOO Westffil Pork
Sandwich
'Stuffed Potato
*Salad Bar
*Pasta & Tomato Sauce
'01 tre Deli: Hot Pastrami
'01eese & Peppa-oni Pizza
*Peas & Carrots
'Summer Squash
"Herbed Rice

Veal CutleVGravy
"Chicken, Veggies &
Pasta
'Pasta & Tomato Sauce
Wokery-Szechwan Beef
*Wokery-Cantonese
VegsfTofu
Peas & Onions
'Cauliflower
"Oven Browned Potato
Dinner Rolls

Chicken Parmesan
'Shepard's Pie
'Vegetarian Chili
'Allegro Fresh Pasta
'Allegro Tomato Sauce
'Allegro Primarosa Sauce
"Allegro Clam Sauce
"Italian Vegetables
"Green Beans
Dinner Rolls

I

"French Dip Sandwich
Partiticio
'Pot Roast
"Spinach Mushroom
Ravioli
Frittata
01eese EncIiIadas
"Pasta & Tomato Sauce
'AIeg"o Fresh Pasta
"Wokery-Shredded Pork
"AIeg"o Sauce Carbonara
with Green Beans
"AIeg"o TanatQ'MuslToan
*Wokery-SweeVSour
Sauce
Carrots
'AI!2go Tanato Sauce
'Baked Potato
*8rocroli
*FIorenti1e Vegetables
·ZucchinifTomato & Basil
·Corn
"WlpPed Potato
DmerRdls
Dinner Rolls
I

I
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Workshops

Interviewing Skills - Part n
Wednesday
November 13

5:00p.m.

Room 27

Long Distance Job Search Strategies
Tuesday
November 12

11 :00 am

Roon'l27

Employment Letter Writing
Wednesday
November 13

9:00am

Room 27

***}\I'IENTION SENIORS***
Your manners could be what
''puts you over the top." Consider
the following:
" ... Good manners are essential weapons in the arsenal of the young job
hunter."

TIme Ma2azine
" ... Firms have come to the same conclusion-good manners make good
business. "

It's stiU NOT TOO LATE to RSVP for the

USA Today

Alumni/Student Networking
Reception

" ...If you want to get to the top, you should watch your executive etiquette."

Don't miss this chance to gain the competitive
edge through networking with alumni who are
returning to Bryant especiaUy to meet you! ! Take
advantage of the opportunity to meet business
executives from various industries and
occupations right here on the Bryant campus.
COME IN TODAY TO REGISTER WITH THE OFFICE OF
CAREER SERVICES. THIS IS A FREE PROGRAM TAKING
PLACE ON MONDAY, NOVEMBER

18, FROM 6 - 8:00 PM

INPAPITTO.
HORS D'OEUVRES WILL BE SERVED.

Cosmopolitan
" ... Those who have been quietly, finnly, professionally, and courteously
making their way up the ladder have known for some time that manners help
you fInish frrst."

Washin2f;on Post

This is your lAST CHANCE to dine on a
delicious full course meal while attending.....
"Surviving the Luncheon Interview."
Tuesday, November 19
Heritage Dining Room @ 5:00p.m.

$10 registration fee plus either: a) a meal card; b) $8.00 cash; or c) $8.00 points

Hurry!! Sign-up for this final program in the Office of Career Services.
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CLASSIFIEDS
NO GIMMICKS! EXTRA INCOME NOW!Envelope Stuffing - $600 - $800 every week.Free details: SASE to
International Inc. 1375 Coney Island Ave. Brooklyn, NY 11230.
*EARN EXTRA INCOME* Earn $200 - $500 weekly mailing phone cards. For information, send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Inc., P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL33164.
CRUISE SIDPS NOW IllRING - Earn up to $2000 a month working on Cruise Ships or with Land-tour companies.
World travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Seasonal and full-time employment ayailable. No experience necessary. For
more information call:1-206-971-3500 ext. C50563.
TEACH ENGLISH IN ASIA - Make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, China,
Thailand, Indonesia, & S. Korea Many employers provide room & board + other benefits. No teaching background or Asian
languages required. For more information call: (206) 971-3570 ext. J50561.

Help celebrate First Night
Providence 1997!
Looking for a fun, exciting way to spend this New Year's Eve? Be a
part of Rhode Island's most exciting New Year's Eve party! Help
produce First Night 1997 by volunteering for three hours on New Year's
Eve - and when you are not helping out, you can enjoy all the festival
has to offer in music, dance, comedy, magic and more. You'll receive
a free admission button and colorful souvenir apron. Plus, all volunteers
are eligible to win a two night getaway for two; the winner will be
announced at a special Volunteer Appreciation Party in January .
For more information on how to join the First Night Twelfth Anniversary Volunteer Corps, call the First Night office at 521-1166.

FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 Billion in FREE financial aid is now available from public and private sector grants &
scholarships. All students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's income. Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services:
1-800-263=-6495 ext. F50562.
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!! Absolute best SPRING BREAK packages available!! INDIVIDUALS, student
ORGANIZATIONS, and/or small GROUPS wanted!! Call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013 or <http;//
www.icpt.com>.

HELP WANTED Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic components at horne. Experience
unnecessary; will train. Immediate openings in your local area. Call: 1-5:ID-680-7891 ext. CZOO.
*EARN EXTRA INCOME* Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing phone cards. For information send a self-oodressed stamped
envelope to: Inc., P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL, 33164.
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porches, Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes. Also, Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1800-898-9778 Ext. A-9424.
GOV'T FORECWSED homes for pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your Area. Toll Free (I) 800-8989778 Ext. H-9424.
$1000's POSSffiLE TYPING.Part Time. At Horne. Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. T-9424 for listings.
$1000' s POSSffiLE READING BOOKS.
Part Time. At home. Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. R-9424 for listings.

ON-CAMPUS HELP WANTED
WAN1ED: Part time typist. 5-10 hours per week. Must be proficient on Microsoft Word. Contact Dr. Fischman in Faculty
Suite B at ext. 6147. Leave message with name and telephone number.

Get Your Finances In Gear
Early attention to the business of saving will get your
financial portfolio running smoothly. Buy savings bonds
now and you wi\l earn market-based interest rates, enjoy
tax benefits such as exemption from State and local
income taxes and deferral of
Federal income taxes on earnings. si~ .. :...1 'S.SAVINGS

L

InAmerica
-"'1 •

BONDS

WAN1ED: NOW HIRING Delivery! Earn $6 - $10+ an hour. Apply Now!!! Contact Rich at The Junction. Stop by or give
him a call at 233-8981.

You've got a lot to grin about when you use A1&T or an
A1&T Universal MasterCard~ . Like an A1&T True Rewards~
Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and:
• Sam Goody/ Musicland gives you a 15% discount
on CDs and cassettes.
• "TCBY"~ lfeats gives you a freebie after you buy two.
• BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO~ makes your third movie
free, when you rent two~

• Amtrak lets your companion travel for 25% off.
But True Rewards is just one part of our spedal
college package. Here are some more:

To sign up for the A1&T True Rew~ Program, call

1 800 654-0471

AT&T
Your True Choice
http://www.attcom!college
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Every Thurs. at 5:00pm
In rm. 2B of the
Bryant Center
)

BACCHUS
Lemma Mansour

Sophomores and Juniors
Shadow Program Work shops:
Winter break is an excellent time to explore
careers by spending a day with alumni/ae
-volunteers at their place of business.
Attend one of the following work shops for details:

He ll o everyone! Just to inform
you, the drug Rital in, which is prescribed to treat Attention De fi cit
and Hyp e ractivity Dis o rder
(ADHD) , is causing serious problems. This drug is taken to improve
concentration and control behaviors that interfere with learning and
everyday activities. When abused,
kidney failure and strokes can occur.
A few immediate effects are
insomnia, hypertension, seizures,
and confusion . LOI'Ig term effects
may be nervousness, hallucinations,
delusions, and death .
There is a high addiction rate
with this drug. In many states, including Rhode Island , this drug is a
controlled substance.
If you know someone who is
suffering from heart pounding,
headaches, or extreme agitation aftertaking ritalin orally, call an EMT
immediately. Do not leave that person alone . For additional help or
information you may call : Health
Services at x6220, Counseling Services at x6045, Public Safety at
x600 I, or the Poison Control Center at 444-5727. Please take this
seriously. This drug could take control over your life or the life of
someone you love.

•••••••••••••••••

Beta Theta Pi
November 13@3:30 P.M.. Room # 278
November 14@1:30P.M.. Room # 275

David Koestner
Our annual putt-a-thon will be coming up soon and this function will support the Muscular Dystrophy Association. The brothers of Beta Theta Pi
raised money at the Patriots game this
past Sunday by selling programs. A
portion of the proceeds will be going to
theMDA.
This week was full ofsurprises. Boyd
fought the screw and the screw won.
Spalding pulled a Craig Nelson in the
bathroom and on his roommate. Mork
had his belongings rearranged on Saturday. The brothers who went to TriSig's Halloween party would like to
thank them for a great time. Floyd went
down hard on Flip and Ragoo's table.
Shep had the best meal of his life on the
way home from Foxboro.
Quotes ofthe week: "Alph, I switched
bodies toni ht." ''Nice. .. "

•••••••••••••••••

Commuter
Connection
Andrew Young
G ree tin gs C om m uters, fr o m
Andy, the Com muter! Well , this
article has been long awaited, but it
is finally here. O kay, here ' s the
important stuff that is by now old
new s. Ell en Begunts has been
elected our new vice president and
Darryl Marsh is our new historian .
In case you missed our meeting last
Wednesday, not only did you miss
out on FREE pizza and soda, but
you missed out on all that we discussed as well. The bus is full for
the Boston trip, but any and all are
welcome to meet with us on November 30 and follow in their cars.
The Smith house has been offered to the Commuter Connection
for a second time and we are seriously considering moving the office to there from the Bryant Center. The Smith House is the old
BRYCOL House and tours are being planned so all members can
deliver their input on whether or not
we move. The up side is that it
offers a great deal more space, however, it is out past all the dorms and
would make for quite a hike to our
classes in the Unistructure.
The commuter volleyball team
placed third in the playoffs! Thanks
to everyone who played. Our next
adventure will be placing a team in
the Bryant college bowl. This is a
Jeopardy like game in which we
could win lots of prizes.
That's all for now. So long Commuters!

•••••••••••••••••

Delta Chi
James Dow
As always, I will start this week's
edition of the column by bringing
you up to date on D-Chi Sports.
This sports ' report is brought to you
by all the athletes who play through
injury . Our volleyball team finished
in second place, behind the Veterans, (aka Peterson's Kids), last
week. Strong performances were
turned in by Ego and his protegee.
Our B-Team in football finished the
season last week by losing in the
la offs to DOA while our A-Team
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is still in the post season hunt, as
they are in action this week. Lastly,
we start hockey very soon, and are
looking for a strong season. Broadway & F-Sharp were named as
Captains last week by our overworked sports chairman.
A thank you goes out to Tri-Sig
for a great time on Friday Night.
Also, a specials thanks goes out to
all our guests who came up on
Saturday Night to make our annual
"Red Death" a success.
I officially ended my long tenure
at Foxboro Stadium as Fat Tom;
just couldn't find any room in the
commissary forme-maybe thanks
because he takes up all the room;
just an idea!!
Killer made his return to the floor
an eventful one as he got in the face
ofJK and pointed at Goose's. JoBu
was his usual mess this weekend;
just don't look her in the eyes!!
Ego & Goose renovated P-Nut's
room, as Huey played police. Even
our AM's made the headlines this
weekend as Q spent Saturday night
on a floor.; however, it was not
ours. Hey Wal-Nut, what's her
name? Hey Scooter, tired of
matches, we' ve got some, Dorm 3,
2 nd floor. I want the banner in the
Rotunda ASAP!!! Finally, I am
sorry this Archway column is
rough, but it is still better than
when P.T. wrote it. That's all for
this week. Until next week,fire me
up!!!!
Quote of the Week: You're just
not listening to me; listen to me!
(Killer)
Tip of the Week: Don't talk to
Dutch at Foxboro!!!!!!!
Stat of the Week: The Patriots are
currently tied for first place in the
AFC East with the Buffalo Bills.
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•••••••••••••••••

Delta Zeta
Nicole Greenlaw
Girls, we're free! The floor gave
Phoenix a dose of her own medicine: "You aren't going anywhere."
Thanks TKE for Friday night; it
was a "fun hour." Philly, is it reality
or a fairy tale? So many meanings
for the poster. "She's a Rip-Roarin'
Vein"-Murphy. Hey Fah-Q. Mattie
wants to thank Jaycee and Pepper
for last week. Galileo and Vegas, I
think that is everybody. -Silva.
Wesli and Jaycee know how to have
a good time with little resources
available. McGee and Vegas want
to welcome Phi Kap's new toy!
Thanks to Del ta Chi for a great time
on Saturday night. Quote of the
Week: "Wats sup now!"

•••••••••••••••••

The Hunger
Coalition
Shane Sachdev
It was nice to see some new faces
at the last meeting, and I would like
to encourage everyone who could
not make it to the November 5 meeting to come on down on the 19th of
November. We have a lot of exciting events planned, and you could
be a big part of them. Remember to
get some canned goods for the upcoming Canned Food Drive. You
can make a big difference.
The goal of the Hunger Coalition
at Bryant is to make America better
by working locally. We help the
churches and missions of RI provide necessary services to the homeless. Help us make a difference.

Stay tuned to this column for future
events and information on food
drives. Feel free to call me at x4138
or Brian at x8300.
Tip of the week: When you help
the homeless, you help the country.

•••••••••••••••••

Bryant Karate
lasonBean
Pil Son! It's bood to see that
everyone survived Halloween and
the weekend. Everybody remember that belt tests are only a couple
weeks away . Unfortunately, that is
the only serious thing I have to say
this week.
We would like to thank everybody who stopped by A3 this weekend. It appeared that everybody there
had a good time (some more than
others). Ryan found out what it feels
like to be on the losing side of a five
overtimeseries.Also,itseemedlike
Sifu and Phil enjoyed the long range
shoot-out.
It looked like all of the upper and
lower belts actually showed up for
achange. Everyone was dying when
it seemed like Keith was giving a
free Footloose and Macarenaclinic.
However, we weren't laughing
when his fellow employees stopped
by to inform us of various infractions. I would like to take this time
to thank all of the uniformed officers who came by Friday (Wasn't
Halloween the night before the
party?). Stay tuned in class as we
may have more planned for the coming weekend.
From now on I will try to keep all
plywood comments [Q myself since
it seems some peoplt~ are not very
receptive to my ideas. Keith, re-

~----------------------------------------------------~
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member that the more times you try
to kick me out, the longer I'm actually going to stay. It looks like Matt
may have won the battle, but not the
war in his Clash of the Titans with
Mike (He must have cheated!).
Question: Who got in more trouble
this weekend, Ken or Spicy? Quote
of the week: "It's not a party here
unless there's blood." Until next
time, BKKA!

•••••••••••••••••

Kappa Delta Phi
David Kaplan

Good day to all. I would like to
take some time out to congratulate
our new president, Bill Clinton.
Better luck next time, Ross. I hope
everyone fulfilled their duties and
voted in this election. Well, lets talk
about the latest campus activities:
Friday night, whether you were at
Tri-Sig, Theta, orPhi-Sig, you had
a good time. Thank you all for being
gracious hosts. Personally, I was at
Tri-Sig, and ohhhh Neilly!!!
Friday afternoon, the Women's
Rugby team got me to go to their
townhouse. I had a ton of fun there
(which slowed me down for the
night). We'll have to do it again.
This last weekend saw the appearance of many Alumni. Chad,
Smiley, Lil' Steve, and Wheeler all
made appearances. Saturday night
was the Infamous Kappa Delta Phi
Halloween '96. I know everyone
had a blast. Everyone was feeling
all right. Crowley finally did not
have to man the radio all night. The
question on everyone's mind is:
What's with the high school slow
dance music? The rest of the evening
went quite well. And the winner

is ... MarshaBradey. Well, this weekend is going to be our alumni weekend. It should be a great time. Look
out world. Also, Monday is Veterans Day, and even though we have
school, we should still take the time
out to appreciate what a great country it is that we live in and remember
all those who made their sacrifices
to preserve the things that we so
often take for granted. God Bless
America.
Well , now it is time to boogie.
Oh, wait. I mean it's time for this
week's TOP IO! So. Now with the
help of my co-staff writer, Ryan
Delaney, we present...coming out
of the offices of Cleveland,
Ohio ...The top 10 reasons why Images is now doing wash/dry/folds
for only sixty five cents a pound.
10) To pay for a working copier
to be put outside Images.
9) Its all a big cycle. People are
now using all of their change for the
Coke machines and now need to do
something with their Coke stained
clothes.
8) Apparently Bryant thought
that Images' WI lrkers were not working hard enough, so the school decided to make them do some other
things while they wait for copies;
now Images has a new image.
7) After all of his work, Ole' man
Tuppers needs to wash his work
clothes.
6) Now that Everyone knows
about the pool, people need a place
to wash their bathing suits.
5) Coffee stains from The Junction.
4) Images figures it'll make a
killing. It normally takes about four
quarters to wash your clothes, and
about eight tv dry them, so they
figure they can compete with the

~------------------------------------------------------~
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On Campus Interviews will be held
Wednesday, November 13, 1996.

To learn more about Coopers '& Lybrand, contact
the Office of Career Services.
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price. And what's even more interesting, they are further cutting costs
by milking the Bryant water supply
through that pipe in the men's bathroom downstairs in the library; look
for decreases in fountain size on
heavy loads.
3) They had to. Koffler was running them out of their other business. Who has the upper hand now?
Sure you can print in color, and do
resumes at Koffler, but can Koffler
do your laundry. Who has the upper
hand now? Mighty Koffler hath
fallen.
2) Sandy, who had to get money
so he could Pre-Reg, found a new
scam. In the door for $0.65, and out
the door for $0.55. He's really making ten cents on every pound. Its all
about being the middle-man.
I) With all of the freshmen who
go home on the weekends this year,
Bryant Administration, thinking it
was the laundry that drove them
away, made a last ditch effort to
save the school.
Well, that's about all I have for
this week. I have been getting a lot
of suggestions and enjoy hearing
them all. If anyone wishes to leave
their ideas, they can either call 4030,
or
e-mail
me
at
dkaplan@acad.bryant.edu
Well remember: Don't forget the
Iibert ies that you ha ve and the people
who have fought to secure them.
Have a safe and happy Veteran's
Day Weekend.

•••••••••••••••••

MSU
Louis Camacho-Rosado
Hello Everyone!
At the last MSU meeting, we had
our version of a Halloween Bash.

This past week was a busy week for
MSU . This week the MSU will hold
another "What's on Everyone's
Minds?" speaker series on Interracial Dating.
Next week, the MSU will be celebrating "Unity Day" on Wednesday, November 13, 1996. This event
will be held in the Bryant Center
from 10:00 am - 2:00 p.m. This
"Unity Day" will be focusing on
Caribbean and Hispanic cultures.
Please stop by, it will be a lot of fun.
The MSU will be holding it's
meeting next Wednesday, at 4:00
p.m., in Bryant Center room 2A.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
Ciao!

•••••••••••••••••

Phi Sigma Sigma
Valerie Arold
Hello everybody. I hope everyone has had a great week. First, we
would like to wish Tricia and her
twin, Mary, very happy 21st birthdays. Congratulations to Alese on
her ClS exam. Chambers got two
interviews; congrats to you, Liberty. She also got her beloved Ethel,
thanks Dad. Lush, we are glad you
are okay, please take care of yourself, we love you.
And now for the weekend. The
sisters would like to thank Delta
Chi, Delta, and Sig Ep for a great
weekend. Hey Delta Chi, were you
missing a pledge on Saturday night?
Ohh, we know where you could
find him. Lush, ding ding Sunshine's
ready for round four. -Screech.
Thank you to L5, and also to everyone who came up on Friday. Thanks
to Delta Chi for the pumpkin. "Did
I fall in a punch bowl last night? I'm

93~~~
Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Association

F or day, time, and location or for more information,
call or talk to any of our safe contacts:
Deb Pasquarella
Judy McDonnell
Jocelyn Macedo
(Student Activities)
(Faculty-Suite C)
(Resident Assistant

x6160

x6389
x6411

• Teams of 8 or less

x4142
Dave Betsch
(Faculty-Suite C)

Nand Weinberger
(Faculty-Suite B)

Pre-Season Basketball
Tournament

• Games on November 16th, 18th, and 19th

x6069

Rosanne Dana or Bill Philips
(Counseling Services)

x6045

• Single Elimination
• $10 Entry fee to go to charity

TEAMS DUE BY THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 14th by 5PM
Tum in $$$ and Rosters to Intramural Office
or Call Deric 8283 or Matt 4631 for more info.
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not really sure." TEP, stop beating
on the Sunshine. And to all you
thieves out there, enough with the
showerheads already . Phi Sig was
still looking "simply irresistible" at
Founders' Day on Sunday. Who is
that sexy sister?-Bubbla. Suzom
wants to be all she can be, Sofy
wants an oil change, and Sprite
wants it super sized. Hey Sprite, is
that your cheeseburger in paradise?Divine. "The only thing I need to
make me happy is loud music and
my sisters"-Screech. Tricia's
"Dream Man" is definitely living
up to his name. And now for the
quote of the week: "I'm in Rhode
Island, but I don't know where you
are"-Screech (who else?). Till next
week.

•••••••••••••••••

Phi Kappa Sigma
Scott Byrne
Hello brothers! Sorry about the
two week .absence. After officially
taking overthisjob, there will be no
more missed articles. So, with that
out of the way, let's recap this week's
events.
Thanks to Theta for a great Halloween party. It was a blast. Too
bad we missed the President, but
Mrs. Machtley was a very gracious
host. McGrath loves Halloween,
insists that her costume does not
come off, and also demands that
Scerbo watches. Hey buddy, next
time you go swimming, don't forget your bathing cap. Costume of
the year goes to Captain Atherton.
Yo Jeff, set me up, man!
Paintball outside was about as
fun as banging your head against a
wall as hard as you can about a
hundred times. The brothers who
played inside claim that it was a
good time, but nobody believes
them. Saturday night was about as
fun as paintball outside after JR and
Labonte decided to join America' s
Most Wanted. Where does the
school find the money to pay those
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snipers, anyway?
Concerns won his first complete
game, but the other players question the stats-I don ' t know why.
Come on guys, accurate or not, it
was the funniest game ever. We
even had our own Leonardo da
Vinci. How in the world did he
make that Viking ship?
The other game was interrupted
by Sideshow's mysterious mummifying routine. That was probably
the most interesting/retarded thing
that I have ever seen.
Everybody was glad to see that
Snake, Rocco, and Shane are back
safely from theirphishing trip ...well,
almost everybody. Shaggy's father
didn't want that Mercedes anyway.
The trial ofthe century is still ongoing. That's what you get when you
put Shaggy and Sideshow on the
stand. On a final note, we will refrain from bashing other fraternities in our articles. Till next week...

•••••••••••••••••

The Bryant
Players
Meagan Mirkovich

Greetings everyone! Congratulations to everyone who received a
part in M* A *S *H! It will definitely
be a smash hit!
In other news: Andrea has finally received a role that is closer to
her age. Kelli just loves those male
roles. The Biltmore was overrun
with Players on Saturday night. Kelli
finally got her ab roller back.
Overheard: "Stairs are
very tricky things!"

•••••••••••••••••

Student Alumni
Association
Darrell Cook

Thanks to everyone who attended last weeks
and

helped in our mass mailing project
for the fall Survival Kits. I didn't
know mass mailing could get so
confusing, that is, keeping the zip
codes all in order.
A special thanks to Karen and
Jenn for chairing this years first
attempt at selling candy and carnations for Halloween. Thanks also to
all those who helped in any other
way. For a first attempt, I think that
we did quite well.
Reminder to all SAA members
that in a few weeks we will be
holding elections. Our beloved and
devoted President will be leaving
us in December and a new e-board
must be elected. Also the possibility of a Zoo Tour is in the works for
the spring semester. Stay posted for
further details .

•••••••••••••••••

Student Senate
Scott Rattigan

Welcome back to another installment of news and notes from your
Senate! First off, Black & Gold
Night is this Friday. We encourage
everyone to come and support our
teams. It will be a fun- filled, actionpacked evening. Festivities begin at
7:00 p.m. in the gym. Be there!
Congratulations to Shirley
Brackenwagen, Tracy Caprio and
Allyson Tabroff, for being selected
Student Leaders of the Month for
October! All three did a magnificent job organizing events during
Parents ' Weekend. By the way, next
year, Parents' Weekend will beheld
from October 24-26.
Registration forTAP's New York
City trip on December 8 continues;
stop by the Senate Office for more
details. If you have not received the
premier edition of The Chronicle,
stop by the Senate Office, or see
your RA as soon as possible. Finally, remember that the Student
Senate meetings are open to all,
every Wednesday @ 4:00 p.m. in

Papitto Dining Room. Come let your
voice be heard. Next week, learn
more about what the Senate is doing, as the second issue of The Link
is released. Until next time .. ..

•••••••••••••••••

Society For
Human Resource
Management
by Jessica Bums

Hi everybody! I just wanted to
remind everyone one more time about
our next guest speaker. Michael
Oliver of Norrell Staffing Services
will be joining us on Tuesday, November 12, 1996. As usual, the meeting will be in room 2A in the Bryant
Center at 4 p.m. Free pizza and soda
will be served. Everyone is welcome.
We look forward to seeing you there.

• ••••••••••••••••

SPB
Jeff Hill

Hello again everybody. I hope
that everyone's Fall Weekend went
well. Keep going strong, we only
have three weeks until Thanksgiving break.
The Student Programming Board
would like to thank everyone for
participating in all the events this
past weekend. I know we had a
good time, and it seems that everyone else did as well. As a whole,
every event that was planned for
this weekend did very well.
There are no activities planned
for this week or weekend due to the
fact that all e-board members and
chairs will be attending the NAACO
conference in Marlboro, Mass. This
will allow us to book new entertainment at discount prices; we'll be
trying to get more acts that the Bryant community would be interested
in seeing.
I hope everyone has a good week.
Bye all!!

•••••••••••••••••

November 1996
Master Calendar

Theta Phi Alpha
Jolie Steel
Hey Theta! I hope everyone had
a good week and a fun Halloween.
Thursday, November 7, we will be
cleaning up a strip of Route 295 for
Adopt-a-Highway. Also, on Thursday, we will be hosting Friends
with the Sisters of Theta at 7:30
p.m. Anyone is welcome to come;
we are on the third floor of dorm 3.
Thanks to Phi Kap for a great
Halloween event. Thanks to everyone who visited us on Friday night.
Were they still in high school? Saturday morning with Beta was fun.
Later, Parente's was great once
again; go Beta and Theta! Next Saturday Larry 's! Pepper and Abbey
had fun at Delta on Saturday night,
and thank you to Delta Chi for a fun
Saturday night as well.
Hey Mona, thanks for showing
me the ropes-Saybelle. Steel Magnolias bonded Wednesday night;
nice hat, Autumn. Nobody knows,
it's too early, I'm just driving bad!
Hey, do )iou have a light? Eddie
showed up late night with presents.
Pixie, where's your other claw? Hey
Justin, Doodad?-Allyson. Hey
Scerbo, ThetaOnline needs to know
how your date went? By the way,
you have no etiquette! SpyderAurorra Borealis. Have a great
week-Lata Theta!

•••••••••••••••••

Tau Kappa
Epsilon

Vincent L. Petrangelo
What's up, TKE?! Once again, I
decided to exit Bryant on Friday. I
went to a fun place; Stonehill College was the name. Upon my arrival back here at Bryant around
2:30 a.m ., I ran into a few TEKES
from Bentley on our floor. Thanx
DZ for the power hour Friday. Hey
Philly, what the #$11 is that poster
really of?
On behalf of Chimpy Z., I
would like to apologize to everyone who went to the hockey game
Saturday; our Bryant boys didn't
pull through in the clutch, but I
guess that is why they're not in
the NHL (an A for effort). But
I'm sure Everyone had a great
time after the game drowning
their sorrows over a couple (2, 3,
or 12) beers, right Zip?
As a reminder, if you didn't
sign up for the Patriots game, DO
SO or else. Ya, that's a threat;
any problems, see me, tough
guy!!!!
Castanza, we finally pulled
through; thanks a lot for saving
our butts.
Quote
of
the
week:
"Premobolin"
Thank You.

•••••••••••••••••

Sigma Sigma
Sigma
Ivy May Kusler

Hello everyone, I hope you all
had a great Halloween! Mine was
so good, I hardly had a voice the
next day. Beta, you stole our
song! Happy belated 20th birthday to Vicki. Dana, the big one is
getting closer and closer!! Gina,
get well soon! We all really miss
you. Sherry, we hope that your
actuarial exam went well! Congratulations, Shila, on getting accepted! !
Friday night was a great time,
thanks to all who attended .
Harriet Rose was a great time, it
was so good to see her! Next year
we better not invite the skeleton,
though; some of us got a little too
close with him. Mel got the battle
wound! Kelly, apparently they
didn't see the size of Curt; nice
try, guys! Thanks, Beta, for your
help. Dana, I'm sorry I didn't
have any shows for you this time .
Hey Sig Ep, sorry about those
messages! Jamie, thanks for your
help Friday night ; I got the outside for once. Thanks Delta for a
great time on Saturday .
Tonya wake me up at 11:30
a.m.; I promise I'll get up! Is it
just me or do we live next to a
barn with all those weird animal
noises -Nikki. Big money, big
money, no whammy, stop
whammy! All right Tonya,
what's a swag? Thanks for the
tidal wave, Jeff and Ho; we're
still waiting for that apology letter! -Dorm 5.
The view from dorm 5 was
excellent this weekend! Karen,
who else did you slap Friday
night. Chorney, thanks for the
fat bruise your Jeep gave me!
Cindy, let your mind go blank;
exactly what did you and Erika
do that night? -Mel. The Brady
Bunch is a good !ime. -Alison. I
did it! Shila, you've got to come
watch him at night, he goes nuts!
That ' s about it for this week!
Get ready, weasels, for a good
time Saturday. Kelly, your parents are going to be sick of us!
Have fun, Wussies! Check ya
later! -Ivy May.
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Bryant's hockey team took to the
ice Saturday night for their first
home game against league opponent Coast Guard. President
Machtley was on hand to drop the
ceremonial first puck in kicking off
the new season. The game started
with Coast Guard posting 3 quick
goals within the first 4 minutes.
From then on, the two teams battled
it out in an equally played and hardhitting game. Coast Guard added a
fourth goal with 6:20 left to play in
the first period. Bryant responded
with 3 goals before the end of the
period to make the score 4-3. Jack
Edwards got the Bulldogs on the
board with an assist from Steve
Delaney . The second goal came off
the stick of Seth Anderson, assisted

ey suffe s firs Worn n's
bas etball:
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by Shawn Tyler and Paul Dube.
Delaney then tipped in a Joe Pollatta
shot with an assist from Kevin Gill
to close out the first period.
The Bulldogs tied the game just
two minutes into the second period
on a goal by Tyler with assists from
Anderson and Eric Romiza. Coast
Guard answered back quickly with
a goal, then and again halfway
through the second period, making
the score 6-4. Coast Guard added an
insurance goal late in the third period to seal the victory. Pete Somers
turned away 30 shots for Bryant,
but it was in a losing cause as the
team fell 7-4.
Bryant's next game is this Friday, November 8, in Burrillville,
when they will host league opponent Salve Regina. The Bulldogs
are looking for their first league win

and a big victory over a team they
have already beaten twice in preseason play, 5-2 and 9-3. Salve will
be looking to avenge their two earlier losses. The team would like to
thank everyone who came to show
their support on Saturday, especially
President Machtley. The team hopes
to see you on Friday! You can also
catch Bryant hockey on the road as
they travel to Mass Maritime on
Saturday and Daniel Webster on
Sunday.
Directions to BurriDville (Home
Games): Take Rt 7 north (left at
school entrance) forabout6 miles.Tum
right at blinking yellow light. Proceed a
few hundred feet to first light and take
left onto Rt. 102. Travel 2 miles until
reaching Rt 107 stoplight and take right
ontoRt.I07.Rinkis3/4mileontheleft
(Burrillville High School).

This week's roundup
CROSS
COUNTRY'S MAlHingham) 17th-place finish
ROGERSON NAMED NE-lO'S (28:22) out of92 runners paced the
Bulldogs. Sophomore Matt Roloff
TOP FRESHMAN
(S.Pordand,M~.Pordand)fin
Nikki Rogerson (Essex Junction, VTlEssex Junction) was ished 21 st(28:51) and junior Shawn
named the NORTHEAST-I 0 Fresh- Nassaney (Pawtucket, RI/St.
man of the Year at the conference's Raphael) finished 25th (28:59).
MEETS THIS WEEK: atNCAA
cross country awards dinner Saturday evening. Rogerson was the top East Regional at Slippery Rock
freshman female finisher at the NE- (PA) (11/9)
VOLLEYBALL:
10 Cross Country Championship
The Bulldogs (15-10, 5-3 NEheld at Bryant earlier that day, finishing fourth out of85 runners with 10) dropped two matches last week
a time of20:30. She was also a first- to a pair of red-hot opponents.
Bryant fell 3-2 to Stonehill (23team all-conference selection. The
Bulldogs, led by Rogerson, turned 2) in a key conference match Tuesin a third-place performance, as day. Outstanding individual perQuinnipiac captured its second con- formances were turned in by Jensecutive conference crown. Other nifer Carvahlo (E. Providence,
Bryant notables were sophomore RIlE. Providence-51 assists and
Michele Mottola (Stoneham, MAl 13 digs), senior co-captain Stacy
Stoneham), who finished eleventh Defaranos (W. Haven, CTIW.
(20:48) and made the all-NE-IO Haven-14 kills and 16 digs), senior
second team for the second straight co-captain Alicia Kadlick
year, senior Carrie Stygar (Leba- (Weymouth, MAIW eymouth-12
non, CTILyman Memorial), who kills and 13 digs), Janet Rooney
finished 18th (21 :06) and sopho- (Braintree, MAlArchbishop Wilmore Jackie Ely (Bohemia, NY I liams-24 kills), and Marcie MoConnetquot), who finished 24th naco (North Haven, CTlNorth
Haven-IO kills and 18 digs).
(21 :24).
Carvahlo had 32 assists, and
The men finished tied for sixth
overall as Le Moyne took the title in Rooney and Defaranos each added
its first year in the conference. Fresh- . II kills in the Bulldogs 3-0 loss to
man Nicholas Lamb's (Hingham, Pace (25-6) Saturday.

MATCHES THIS WEEK: ASSUMPTION (11/5), at UMassLowell (11/9)
MEN'S SOCCER:
The Bulldogs (6-9-1,1-7-1 NE10) ended the season with a 1-1
week. Jared Dewey (Sharon, MAl
Sharon) finished up in style, scoring four goals and two assists. The
junior midfielder's 16 goals and 36
points are the most by a Bryant
player since 1985. Dewey exploded
for three goals and an assist in
Bryant's convincing 5-0 triumph
over Sacred Heart Wednesday. Dan
Cain(S. Windsor,CT/S. Windsor)
played 79 minutes in goal and made
12 saves. It was the final home
game for Bryant seniors Chris Benjamin (Simsbury, CTIE. Granby),
David Chase (Mattapoisett, MAl
Old Rochester), Mike Rondinelli
(Norwood, MA/Norwood), Nelson
Castro (E. Hartford, CTIE. Hartford), Chris Anderson (Madison,
CT/Daniel Hand) and John
Hennessey (Plymouth, MAlPlymouth North).
The Bulldogs lost 3-2 in overtime
to Quinnipiac Saturday, despite a
goal and an assist from Dewey.
Mark Sokolski (Vernon, CTI
Rockville) tallied his sixth goal of
the season.

Show your sc 001 sp· rit
and win $10, 0 . Come to
Black and Go d night
Fridav night at 7:00 D.m. in
the gym.

e
Le Tien
Sports Editor
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Bryam vvomen's Basketball team
faces a tough challenge this year as
the team reloads its arsenal. The
objective will not be to duplicate
the performance of last season's
19-10 team last year that went to the
NCAA North east Regional Tournament, but rather to improve as the
season progresses. But this does
not mean the Bulldogs will suffer a
major setback either. The team is
young but loaded with talent for
head coach Mary Burke (sixth season, 70-66).
The first obstacle for the team
will be replacing Bryant's all-time
women's leading scorer in Liz
Davies. Losing four other seniors
from last year's team does not help
either, but the team is full of seasoned veterans who know how to
play in the NE-IO. Senior point
guard, Mary Beth Feeney (8.1 ppg,
6.7 apg) will now have to assume
the leadership role that is now left
void with the departure of Davies.

The backcourt looks a little weak
with plenty of inexperienced players; however, it will be a matter of
time before the strong recruiting
class (which consists primarily of
guards) contribute to the success of
the team.
The starting frontcourt is suspect
with only two quality players. Senior Kristin Regan (6.4 ppg, 5.9
rpg) and junior Rebecca Hardt (7.9
ppg, 3.6 rpg) head the list, but the
bench is very questionable, as is the
center position. This means the pressure will fall on Regan and Hardt to
remain healthy and stay out of foul
trouble. With a small team, rebounding will be most important if
this team is to be successful.
Analysis: On paper, Bryant looks
to have a tough year. However, und~r coach Burke, anything is possible. With the loss of five seniors,
including all-time great Davies, the
Bulldogs will most likely get off to
a slow start, but hopefully things
will pick up as the season progresses.
Leadership will most definitely
come from Feeney, Regan and
Hardt.

en's bas
hooti g for the
tars
Le Tien
Sports Editor
With four returning starters, the
Men's Basketball Team looks to
improve on last season's mark of
13-14. Under head coach Ed Reilly
(eight season 59Bryant
128),
should be competitive in their quest
for the NE- IOTitie
this year. Leading
the Bryant charge
will be seniors
Herman Thomas
( IO.O ppg, 4.0 apg)
and Noel Watson
(1 6.1 ppg, 6.5 rpg).
Thomas' slashing
style at the point
sho uld provide
plenty of exci tement and open
shots fo r Watson,
who is considered one of the best
guards in the confere nce. Together
these two form perhaps the best
back court combination in the NE10 and should be able to keep opposing defenses on their heels. However, depth in the back court will be
a major question mark as the season
begins with no true backup point
guard for Thomas.
Not to be outdone, Bryant's front
court is deep and rugged. Senior
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center Steve Wiacek (8.3 ppg, 4.8
rpg), junior Marc Mulherin (10.3
ppg, 4.9 rpg), and sophomore Fred
Wande (4.5 ppg) should provide an
effcctivescoringpunch from the blocks.
On the other side of the court, with
good overall team speed, the Bulldogs should be
one of the better defensive
teams in the
conference .
With the 6' 10
Wiacek anchoring the
front-line, opposing offenses
will have a diftim e
fic ult
shooting over
th is big man.
Re bou n d ing
will be key for
this team.
Top new comers for Bryant include freshman fo rward Earl Jones (Cam bria
Heights, NY) and freshman guard
Jason Bennett (Seekonk, MA) .
Analysis: The Bulldogs are
deep and talented this year and
shou ld make a run for the NE-I 0
crown. The strong senior class of
Thomas, Watson, and Wiacek will
provide the leadership that the
team needs as they shoot for the
stars.

